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Solidarity
More than ever, it is about
solidarity in our society.
A coexistence instead of higher,
faster, further at the expense
of others.
Showing consideration
and questioning one‘s own
selfishness.

WANTED: Develop a striking
visual statement as a sign of
solidarity for our society
The chosen theme should
have a solidarity content,
which should be illustrated
in a striking motive.
Posters may be uploaded
from NOW ON UNTIL 31st
OF May ON SOLIDARITYNOW
From now on we will exhiwebsite:
bit the Entries and After the
www.solidaritynow.de
self-isolation is over there
will be an offline exhibition
Formats: .jpg with 150dpi,
of a selection of your subDIN A3, Uploaded images
missions.
may not be larger than 3MB
and/or animated version
Of course, this cannot be
and a square version
enough. The lived solidarity,
(1.080 x 1.080 Pixel) for an
is demanded by us daily anew
instagram post
and cannot be compensated
upload as .zip, with a text
by a poster appeal.
file containing your Full
Rather, the publication of
name, email, country.
the entries should remind
Upload Link on Website,
password: solidaritaet2020

us and others what it takes
to create a functioning and
liveable society: solidarity.

RIGHTS (URHEBERRECHTE)
The artist hereby grants the nonroyalty bearing
transferable right to »Solidaritynow« to use works
indefinitely for global publication and unrestricted
release. The artist hereby accepts this grant of rights.
The rights granted under this agreement include the
rights to exclusive use and to exploit the works,
including without limitation, the right to copy the
works for the purpose of representation in the
context of exhibitions in public spaces as well as in
galleries, museums and the right to make the works
publicly accessible.
Insofar as the artist’s work under this agreement
gives rise to neighboring rights or other rights,
the provisions under this agreement shall apply
accordingly to those rights. The artist also
acknowledges expressly that the publication,
copying and distribution of the works from will
be made in high qualities and might have a material
public effect.

IMPRINT
Iris Utikal
Maria-HilF-Str.15-17
50678 Köln
Germany
www.solidaritynow.de
info@solidaritysolidarite.gmail

